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Abstract— Future shipboard power system architectures are
designed to service high-power pulsed loads through a combi-
nation of generators and energy storage for volume and weight
considerations. Optimal control solutions therefore depend on
both past and future events. This complicates evaluation of
the relative performance of different architectures due to
dependence on controller strategies and algorithms. Herein,
we introduce a technique for early stage evaluation of the
relative performance of various ship power system designs
by assuming a known future and calculating the best-case
performance of any possible controller design. We demonstrate
this technique using 6 mission scenarios on a representative
multi-bus power system architecture. The controller has perfect
future knowledge of the loads on each 10 minute mission,
which provides an upper bound on performance for a given
architecture. While not usually achievable in practice, this
technique allows a fair early stage comparison of multiple
architectures regardless of controller type.

I. INTRODUCTION

Shipboard power system design and analysis has become
much more challenging due to increasing power demands
from various mission loads, combined with new generation
and storage technologies. Early-stage design studies are crit-
ical in designing an effective system. Previous study in this
area includes general system arrangement and zones [1], [2],
metrics and methods to understand power system resilience
[3]–[5], evolutionary algorithms to design a power system
or subsystems[6], [7], and numerous controller designs to
operate such systems [8].

As power systems have become more complex, they
require controllers to regulate component behavior. This
implies that the performance of a given design cannot be
evaluated without also designing a relevant controller. A lin-
ear programming approach was used in [9]–[11] to determine
what a controller should do at each instant in time, without
designing the controller itself. Automated design methods
are then feasible because each candidate power system can
be automatically evaluated.

The addition of energy storage in the system has made this
problem much more complex in both the design and control
of the power system. Energy storage capacity, power rating,
and location is a critical question facing ship designers [12].
Storage may be located at the loads, distributed throughout
the ship, or in one central location. Storage devices and fast-
ramping loads require analysis that considers the dynamic
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behavior of the system, rather than the quasi-static analysis
that has been sufficient in the past. System control decisions
now depend on past and future events, rather than just the
current system state as in a traditional power system [13],
[14]. Controlling the system based solely on the current time
step will yield sub-optimal solutions.

In this paper we propose a method for early stage design
evaluation for power systems that include energy storage and
dynamic loads. An optimization-based algorithm considers a
set of possible mission scenarios with known future loads,
and produces a best-case upper bound for any controller’s
performance. A given controller can potentially reach this
limit, but not exceed it. Thus the power system can be
analyzed without manually creating a controller for each
candidate design, which allows fast, automated system eval-
uation before controller design. The method also provides
a fair comparison; performance is evaluated based on the
architecture itself rather than a particular controller design.
We are primarily concerned with the feasibility of serving
various missions load requirements, rather than optimizing
fuel consumption or some other metric, as in [15].

In some sense, our evaluation method to determine this
upper-bound control performance is similar to model pre-
dictive control [16]–[18], with a prediction horizon of the
whole mission, rather than the typical horizons of a few
seconds. When we consider the various system power flows,
it is equivalent to solving the multi-period optimal power
flow (MPOPF) problem [19]–[22].

The end goal is automatic early stage power system evalu-
ation that can predict the feasibility of many possible mission
scenarios [11], [23] independent of specific controller design.
For each scenario, the algorithm identifies if it is physically
possible to serve the required load, and if not, how much
power and energy shortfall exists. The result can provide
an early insight into the selection of generator and energy
storage ratings.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II describes the
algorithm, while Section III presents an example power sys-
tem, mission profiles, and numerical solver details. Results
are presented in Section IV, and conclusions in Section V.

II. ALGORITHM FORMULATION

For early stage design evaluation, the primary concern is
the feasibility of solutions, rather than fuel burn, losses, etc.
We wish to identify which missions can be accomplished
with a given power system architecture, and the remaining
under-served load for infeasible cases. This feasibility study
can be reformulated as an optimization problem where the
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original system is augmented with one or more infinite
generators (∞Gen) that can provide unlimited power, but
at very high cost. This will guarantee that all solutions
mathematically converge, but if the chosen solution accesses
the infinite generator it is not feasible in reality. The problem
mathematically starts with a single-period general form,

min
x,pg,pes

fgen(x, pg) + fes(x, pg, pes) + f∞(x, pg) (1)

such that
g(x, pg, pes) = 0 (2)
h(x, pg, pes) = 0 (3)
xmin ≤ x ≤ xmax (4)
pmin ≤ pgen ≤ pmax (5)
pesmin

≤ pes ≤ pesmax
(6)

l ≤ A

 x
pg
pes

 ≤ u. (7)

TABLE I: Single-Period Variables and Terms

x Vector of bus voltages and angles
pg Vector of real outputs for generating units
pes Vector of real outputs for Energy Storage units

fgen(x, pg) Cost function for generating units
fes(x, pg , pes) Cost function for Energy Storage units
f∞(x, pg) Cost function for infinite generator

g(x, pg , pes) Set of equality constraints
h(x, pg , pes) Set of inequality constraints

A Matrix of additional constraints
l Lower limit for additional constraints
u Upper limit for additional constraints

The variables in the single-period equations are defined
in Table I. We also add one fictional “infinite generator”
(∞Gen) which engages the network when all available
power resources are exhausted to avoid non-convergence.
Hence, accessing the infinite generator equates to inadequate
power availability for a given mission. Typically the cost
functions f(·), in cost-increasing order are: energy storages,
conventional generators, and infinite generator.

A. Multi-Period Optimal Power Flow

Unlike a single-period optimal power flow which solves
for power flow at each time step, the MP-OPF optimizes
power and energy management for the entire mission at
once by assuming perfect past and future knowledge. It
simultaneously considers past, present, and future demand
at all times. Conceptually, the MP-OPF is constructed
by considering copies of the candidate power system at
each of T time steps. The decision variables x, pg, pes
have a representation at each time step that combine
to create the extended MP-OPF decision variables x̄ =
{x(1), x(2), ...x(T )}, p̄g = {pg(1), pg(2), ...pg(T )}, and
p̄es = {pes(1), pes(2), ...pes(T )}. For a power architecture
with nb buses, ng generators, and nes ES, the new decision
variables x̄, p̄g, p̄es now have 2nbT , ngT , and nesT elements

Fig. 1: Conceptual representation of multi-period power flow.

respectively. The vector x contains real values for bus voltage
and angle, so has two values for each bus. The multi-period
variables are defined in Table II.

As an example, consider a simple three-bus power archi-
tecture consisting of a Main Turbine Generator (MTG), an
Energy Storage (ES) unit, and a Load (LD) as shown in
Fig. 1. We replicate this three-bus micro-grid, constructing
an instance for each of T mission scenario time steps, but
with different bus and branch numbers accordingly.

Then, for each time step, we allocate time-dependent
mission loads and apply power and energy storage ca-
pacity constraints. The solver can therefore make dispatch
decisions considering conditions throughout the planning
horizon which best utilize the dynamic interdependence of
generators, energy storage, and loads.

TABLE II: Multi-Period Variables and Terms

x̄ x in multiple periods T
p̄ p in multiple periods T
¯pes pes in multiple periods T

f̄gen(x, pg) fgen in multiple periods T
f̄es(x, pg , pes) fes in multiple periods T
f̄∞(x, pg) f∞ in multiple periods T

B. Energy Storage

The energy available in energy storage system evolves
over time, so this optimization becomes a multi-period
power flow problem. More specifically, energy storage units
cannot provide power in the long run, so constraints are
added to reflect their storage capacity. As we desire the
minimum generator cost-function subject to a time constraint
of energy capacity limit in an AC/DC power system. We use
a relatively simple model for energy storage that is agnostic
to the storage technology or hybrids thereof and provides
bidirectional power flow.

Each energy storage unit has a maximum and a minimum
power limit (e.g. ± 10 MW) and an energy capacity (e.g.
± 30 MJ). The storage is approximated as lossless, so the
power output is integrated to determine the energy storage
state,

Emin ≤
τ∑
t=0

pesi(t)∆t ≤ Emax ∀τ ∈ (0, T ) (8)

where pesi(t) is power from the energy storage i, ∆t is
time step, and Emin and Emax are minimum and maximum
energy capacities, respectively.
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Fig. 2: 21 Bus system (thick lines) and interconnecting transmission lines.

The cumulative sum of energy is set as∑
t

pesi(t)∆t = 0. (9)

This is a trans-diachronic condition that the initially half-
charged state of energy storage is returned at the end of the
mission. We assume that there is no degradation of the energy
storage and also that cost for accessing it is virtually zero.
The enforcing constraints above are implemented in linear
constraints of the type (7). At the end, the final formulation
for multi-period optimal power flow is modified from (1) as,

min
x̄,p̄g, ¯pes

∑
f̄(x̄, p̄g) + f̄ ¯pes(x̄, p̄g, ēs) + f̄∞(x̄, p̄g) (10)

where the bar on top of variables include vectors of entire
multi-period as suppose to a single-period.

III. EXAMPLE POWER SYSTEM EVALUATION

A. Power System Architecture

For the power system under this study we reproduce and
augment the power network proposed by [23]. The system
is a 21-bus network with distinct bus/branch elements, as
shown in Fig. 2.

This is a 4-zone power architecture with two MTGs noted
by bus numbers 4 and 10, and two ATGs noted by bus
numbers 5 and 15. There is one energy storage in each zone
with bus numbers 3, 8, 11, and 16, respectively. There are 6
main loads distributed throughout the ship: 4 Service Loads
(SL) in which each respective bus shares 1/4 of the total
service load, two Propulsion Motor Drive (PMD) loads in
which each respective bus shares 1/2 of the total PMD load, 1
Radar (R) load, and 3 distinguishable Mission Loads (ML1,

ML2, ML3) split 1/2 load in different zones each sharing
1/2 of the MLx, respectively. We omit power conversion
modules as they simply mimic a small line-loss through
conversion (or consider a very highly efficient converters).
We add one fictional “infinite generator” (bus number 22)
for simulation purposes only, as previously mentioned. Total
power generation on-board is 82 MW which is comprised of
two MTGs at 35 MW each, two ATGs at 6 MW each. The
infinite generator is accessed when there is insufficient power
available to meet mission load, however, due to its extremely
high cost it is only accessed after all available power sources
have been exhausted. Power drawn from the virtual infinite
generator indicates a power deficit implying a mission failure
for that specific system and mission profile. The amount of
virtual power required indicates the gap between mission
failure and success.

B. Operational Vignette Mission Profile

This particular 21-bus ship system is evaluated for its
ability to supply power for six missions developed in pre-
vious work [23]. We would like to identify which scenarios
fail, and to what extent. A failed scenario demonstrates that
the system is physically incapable of supplying the load,
regardless of the controller selected.

A brief description of each mission is given below. The
maximum available generator power is 82 MW, not including
energy storage.

Mission 1: Constant slow speed. Peak loads are well below
the maximum generator power.

Mission 2: Moderate ship maneuver. Peak loads are below
maximum generator power.

Mission 3: Aggressive ship maneuver. Although the main
propulsion and other loads fall within the 82 MW, pulsed
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loads exceed maximum generation at three different times
during the mission.

Mission 4: Constant slow speed. Heavy load demand
sometimes exceeds maximum generation.

Mission 5: Moderate ship maneuver. Total ship power
demand often exceeds maximum generation. We expect full
usage of generators and energy storage units as well as the
possibility of accessing the fictional infinite generator.

Mission 6: Aggressive ship maneuver. The majority of the
mission exceeds peak generation. It is highly unlikely that
there is sufficient power to meet this mission.

C. Solution method

We use the general purpose power system solver MAT-
POWER [24], which accepts problems in standard form (1)-
(7). By using the extended MP-OPF variables (10), we can
use this standard solver for the MP-OPF problem. We select
∆t in (8) and (9) as 1 second.

For simplicity, we restrict our simulation to a DC power
flow approximation without line-limits, and ramp-rates. This
is not required, the formulation and the MATPOWER solver
support the full nonlinear power flow equations.

IV. RESULTS

The results for each 10 minute mission (600 s) are shown
in figure 3 and described below for each mission, along with
the time required to compute the solution. The key takeaways
are to identify which missions failed, and how close they
were to success.

Mission 1 (Fig. 3a): The two MTGs and two ATGs share
significant portion of slowly varying load demands, whereas
the rapidly changing pulsed loads are supplied from the 4
energy storage units. We note that the energy storage units
are pre-emptively charged to full capacity (+30 MJ), held,
then discharged to supply high rep-rate pulsed load at 120
seconds, demonstrating anticipation of future loads. There
was sufficient mix of power generation and energy storage
capacity to support the mission demand. Computation time
was 86 seconds.

Mission 2 (Fig. 3b): The two MTGs and two ATGs
asymmetrically share power load demand, supplying up to
10 MW and 6 MW, respectively. Again, pulsed loads were
provided from the pre-charged energy storage at appropriate
times. Computation time was 99 seconds.

Mission 3 (Fig. 3c): Total load demand exceeds the
installed 82 MW capacity at 120, 240, and 360 seconds.
These transient overages are successfully serviced from the
four pre-charged energy storage units. Even though the total
mission demand exceeds 82 MW in three different instances,
total power delivered by the generators and energy storage
satisfied the mission requirements so that the virtual infinite
generator was never needed. Computation time was 103
seconds.

Mission 4 (Fig. 3d): Similar to Mission 3, the peak
pulsed load demand exceeded peak generation, but was
provided from energy storage discharging at appropriate
times. Computation time was 110 seconds.

Mission 5 (Fig. 3e): Unlike missions 1-4, this mission
consistently demands much greater than 82 MW, sometimes
peaking up to 123 MW. The infinite generator is accessed
on two different occasions, providing 3.83 MW from 239 to
284 s and 11 MW from 358 to 375 s. Some of this behavior
has a simple explanation; the balance of power at t = 360
seconds reveals total generator power is 82 MW and total
energy storage provides 30 MW (35+35+6+6+30=112 MW).
Overall, there is insufficient mix of power for this mission,
thus it fails. Computation time was 117 seconds.

Mission 6 (Fig. 3f): This most demanding mission sce-
nario fully engages all 4 generators for the majority of
the time. The mission far exceeds ship capability as the
infinite generator provides up to 42 MW between 240 to 280
seconds. For about 50 percent of the mission, the generators
and energy storage fail to sufficiently satisfy the power
demand. The total energy demand for the mission is 40.5
GJ whereas the total available energy generation is 49.2 GJ
over the 600s mission. The total energy required is less than
the total available generation, implying that larger energy
storage could improve performance. Computation time was
130 seconds.

This early stage design evaluation indicates that the power
system considered cannot provide sufficient power for 2 of
6 missions, although mission 5 is close. This result is an
upper bound on performance regardless of controller type
or architecture. It is theoretically possible to complete 4
of the load profiles, but a controller must be designed to
achieve that performance. This may not be practical given
that the analysis in this paper represents a known future,
thus the successful missions are an upper bound on controller
performance.

The system behavior exhibits future planning, as expected
given the assumption that the future is known to the con-
troller. For example, the start of all 6 missions exhibits
generation in excess of load. More specifically, Fig. 4 shows
that for mission 1 the difference in the total load demand and
total generator output of +2 MW for the first 60 seconds is
preemptively being stored for delayed use during a high rep-
rate pulsed demand starting at 120 seconds. Furthermore,
this pre-allocation of energy is why missions 3 and 4 do not
access the infinite generator even though the total demand
temporarily exceeds the maximum generation.

As a general trend, generators supply constant power
loads, while pulsed loads are supplied by the energy storage
units, as shown in Fig. 5. This is intuitive behavior and nu-
merically occurs because of super-linear(quadratic) generator
costs. However, in special cases when the generators are at or
near their maximum power, a constant load is supplied from
both the generators and energy storage units simultaneously,
as shown in Figs. 3(d-f) between 420 and 450 seconds.

To verify enforcement of the end-user defined constraints
(7), we observe in the bottom subfigures of Fig. 3 that
the energy storage unit capacities of ±30 MJ and power
ratings of ±10 MW are upheld throughout the 6 missions.
Concurrently, the trans-diachronic constraint of cumulative
sum of energy returning to its original state is also upheld.
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(f) Mission 6

Fig. 3: For each mission, top plot contains total load (blue), total generator (dash-red), MTGs (green), ATGs (yellow), infinite
generator (black) outputs, and installed power limit (dash-black). Bottom plot shows energy storage power output (blue) and
cumulative sum of energy (red).
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Fig. 5: An example from mission 4 shows pulse loads are
served using previously stored energy.

For generators, the ATG and MTG’s 6 MW and 35 MW
ratings, respectively, have been well preserved in all our
results.

The inclusion of the fictional infinite generator is a nu-
merical technique for detecting power insufficiency. Not only
does it identify infeasible missions, but quantifies the power
shortfall. For example, mission 5 has a power shortfall of
only 3.83 MW for 45 seconds and 11 MW for 17 seconds.
Minor increases in storage capacity or generator power could
make this mission feasible. Conversely, mission 6 has a
major power shortfall and would require a large equipment
improvements, as visible in Fig. 3(f) which shows 42 MW
provided by the infinite generator. Quantitatively identifying
energy shortfall provides design intuition in early system
evaluation.

V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper develops a method to evaluate shipboard power

architectures early in the design process, before the de-
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Fig. 6: In mission 6, the infinite generator supplies power
to meet the load demand when all available generators and
energy storage are exhausted. The amount of power supplied
by the infinite generator indicates the severity of unserved
load.

sign of specific system controllers. This method produces
a provable upper bound on the best case performance of
any possible controller, and indicates fundamental limitations
of the architecture itself. Real controllers may not achieve
this upper limit as the analysis here assumes perfect future
knowledge. The power shortfall in a given mission scenario
is also numerically quantified, which can assist in identifying
possible capability improvements for generators and energy
storage units. Future work will include evaluation of large
numbers of stochastically generated mission scenarios.
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